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Topology optimization is a technique widely used in making a design to have a lighter structure
providing the same functionality. With topology optimization, it is possible to design a product much
lighter with the same strength values. However, structures having a complicated geometric design cannot
be produced by conventional manufacturing methods. To eliminate this limitation, additive manufacturing
methods, which are widely used in today’s technology, are used in producing the structures with
complicated geometric designs. These structures that prosses a complicated design can be produced with
only one processing stage in a short period of time. It is aimed to produce the required product in aviation
industry quickly, cheaply, and lightly. In this research, it is aimed to produce a Ø32mm and 2mm wall thick
AMS 5566 steel tube to be used in the aviation industry by using the additive manufacturing method in the
design of the form control tool by using topology optimization. Thus, it is made possible to produce the form
control tool quicker, cheaper, and lighter [1]. With the FDM (Fused Deposition Modelling) method, one of
the additive manufacturing methods, the form control set is produced with 60% occupancy and 3 rows on
the front of the walls. Polylactic Acid (PLA) polymer is used as the production material. The controls that
this polymer used was produced within the desired tolerance values after production were also carried
out by laser scanning method. According to the results of measurement, the maximum manufacturing
mistakes of PLA material are determined as 0,517mm. As a result of the topology optimization, additive
manufacturing, and measurement outcomes, it has been decided to use the form control tool in the
controls of a steel tube to be used in the aviation industry.
Keywords: Topology optimization; 3D printer; Check form; FDM; Tool

Introduction
Light product designs and rapid manufacturing methods have gained quite importance
with the improving technologies used in aviation industry. In term of these needs, it has become
a need to produce the airplane parts quickly, cheaply, and lightly. The topology optimization
which is used in the design processes of products made it possible for the product to match
the need and be light. Topology optimization explains how the elements or factors should be
attached together ideally [2]. Topology optimization can also be defined as optimizing the
material distribution in order to reach the ideal structure, provided that it meets the desired
conditions in the design [3]. For topology optimization, a design area should be created and
the regions that should be excluded from the design are identified by determining the regions
that have the least effect on the strength or natural frequency of the structure. Optimized
designs created by removing the regions that are not required in the design with topology
optimization are very difficult to produce with conventional manufacturing methods. Thus,
the designs that are difficult to produce with conventional manufacturing methods can be
produced easily and rapidly with additive manufacturing methods [4]. In the study, a design
had been created for the check form tool. That design is allowed to have maximum strength as
a result of optimization and a volumetric discharge limit of 70%. As a result of the optimization
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analyze, the tool has been reduced by 28% compared to the
conventional design weight. The optimized part was produced with
FDM additive manufacturing method and a deviation of 0.517mm
that occurred in the tool depending on the measurement results.
Since the tube profile tolerances is 1.5mm, the manufactured tube
check form tool can be used for the production of aircraft parts.

Optimization Process of Check Form Tool

In this research, the endurance of a tool required for form
control of a tube which will be used in aviation industry is
maximized with the Altair Inspire program. In addition, it was
desired to make a minimum 70% volume optimization for the
area selected as the design area [5]. In the (Figure 1), conventional
design, will-be optimized design area, and optimized models can be
seen. Structural constraints are the main inputs of the optimization
process for the design space specified structure. Boundary
conditions are given for obtaining the analysis results. Boundary
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conditions are demonstrated in the Figure 2. The material to be
used in the analysis is given as PLA. After determining the boundary
conditions, the optimized model have been acquired by selecting
the maximum endurance and 70% volumetric discharging terms.
In the (Figures 3a & 3b), the optimized model and the structures
endurance under the boundary conditions have been demonstrated.
In the results of the analysis, the maximum stress value is seen as
10MPa (Figure 3c). Additionally, it has been determined that the
maximum displacement value on the structure is 1.07mm (Figure
3d). The results of the part that has been produced by additive
manufacturing as a result of the optical measurements are shown
in Figure 4. According to these results maximum divergence has
been observed as 0,517mm. Since this value is below the profile
tolerance of the tube, which is 1.5mm, it is considered to be suitable
for the tool and accepted as a feasible tool for form control tool. In
the (Figure 5), the bended steel tube is checked on the tool which is
manufactured with additive manufacturing method.

Figure 1: Optimization process of check form tool, a) conventional design, b) design space model, c) optimized
model.

Figure 2: View of design space and tool boundary conditions.
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Figure 3: Results of Topology optimization analysis a) optimized tool design, b) result of Von-Mises Stress, c)
results of compression and tension, d) result of displacement.

Figure 4: Optical measurement results of check form tool.

Figure 5: Manufactured check form tool and the steel tube.
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Results
The goal is to transform a design projected by conventional
methods into the optimum design geometry by using topology
optimization method. Besides, it is aimed to lighten the form
control tool. In this study, using the FLD additive manufacturing
method, the design and production of the tool to be used for AMS
5566 steel tube bending controls from PLA material was carried
out with topology optimization. By defining the purpose of the
model in which the design area was created, forces were applied to
certain regions to prevent the tool from breaking. The tool that has
been optimized for certain purposes has been observed to be a 28%
lighter. It is thought that the production of the optimized design
method with conventional methods is not very convenient in terms
of both time and processing. For this reason, it is made possible
to produce without any drawbacks by FDM additive manufacturing
method. The measurements of the produced form control tool have
been carried out, it has been determined that there was a deviation
in the profile tolerance of 0.517mm, and since the tube remained

within the form tolerance, it was accepted for the use of the form
control tool.
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